
GO SHROP

Are you a Shropshire

Shropshire’s landscape

Shropshire Outdoor Partnerships are putting together mobile

teams to go out and help protect and manage this ecologically diverse and

beautiful part of the

GO SHROPHIRE WILD!

Shropshire wild man or woman?

Shropshire’s landscapes are amazing and unique

Shropshire Outdoor Partnerships are putting together mobile

go out and help protect and manage this ecologically diverse and

beautiful part of the Britain.

RE WILD!

wild man or woman?

amazing and unique

Shropshire Outdoor Partnerships are putting together mobile volunteering

go out and help protect and manage this ecologically diverse and



As a Shropshire Wild Team member

important conservation

Shropshire Wild Teams are about guardianship

of supporting and creating communities to

children on day trips to

One week you may find your team

wild flowers or managing wild

or bridge or even clearing the way for an

windswept hilltop. Being supported to learn the basic skills to carry out this vital

work could also include more traditional crafts such as hedge

coppicing. As the seasons change you

the warmer months you could be

collection, be it in

As well as becoming knowledgeable in the

conservation work we hope you will begin to reawaken your senses

your environment in ways that many of us have lost

pick up natural navigation techniques,

The benefits of joining Shropshire Wild Teams go even further. Research

suggests that spending time in natural

As well as the obvious benefits of walking or taking part in

activity, being within “nature” appears to encour

Maybe unsurprising when

time been intimately

Are you ready to go Wild?

member you will find yourself involved in

important conservation and maintenance projects with

Shropshire Wild Teams are about guardianship of our natural environments

eating communities to use them; communities from

children on day trips to animal species accessing “wildlife corridors.”

One week you may find your team maintaining a parish path

wild heathland. The next you might be installing a gate

clearing the way for an archaeology team

hilltop. Being supported to learn the basic skills to carry out this vital

work could also include more traditional crafts such as hedge

. As the seasons change you will find the projects will

you could be supporting wildlife species

be it in a remote forest or idyllic river way.

As well as becoming knowledgeable in the some of the diverse skills required for

conservation work we hope you will begin to reawaken your senses

your environment in ways that many of us have lost. Along the way you

atural navigation techniques, weather reading or even a f

skills.

Shropshire Wild Teams go even further. Research

suggests that spending time in natural or wild places actually improves health.

As well as the obvious benefits of walking or taking part in

in “nature” appears to encourage a sense of wellbeing.

when our own evolutionary journey has for most of the

time been intimately connected within the natural world?

Are you ready to go Wild?

you will find yourself involved in a variety of

within the County.

of our natural environments and

communities from school

“wildlife corridors.”

th, nurturing a park’s

you might be installing a gate

team to survey a

hilltop. Being supported to learn the basic skills to carry out this vital

work could also include more traditional crafts such as hedge laying or

will change. During

supporting wildlife species through data

river way.

some of the diverse skills required for

conservation work we hope you will begin to reawaken your senses and to see

Along the way you may

or even a few tracking

Shropshire Wild Teams go even further. Research

actually improves health.

As well as the obvious benefits of walking or taking part in some physical

age a sense of wellbeing.

has for most of the

the natural world?



QUESTIONS? AND ANSWERS!

I’m not very fit.

It doesn’t matter, you don’t need to be. While one of the aims of the Wild

Teams is to improve health and general fitness we will start at a gentle pace.

I haven’t got any experience.

You don’t need any prior skills or experience.

technical and will be demonstrated by someone with knowledge on the task at

hand.

I have already got lots of experience

Great.

I’m not sure about meeting new people.

We hope that becoming part of a team will be a laid back and easy goin

process. If you do have any anxieties about starting we can discuss this further

and look at ways of making things easier for you.

I have some concerns about my particular health needs.

We can discuss this in confidence

the best way to support you.

What do you need to know about me?

Your name, your contact details, emergency contact and general health details

(similar to joining a gym for instance).

If there are support needs you or your care team

expect to be aware so we can provide the

strictly confidential and not divulged beyond the relevant people involved.

What if the weather is too hot or cold or gets

Conservation work continues all year round, especially during the winter, so as

not to disturb wildlife too much.

safety of the team. We wouldn’t expect people to work in extreme or hazardous

ANSWERS!

It doesn’t matter, you don’t need to be. While one of the aims of the Wild

Teams is to improve health and general fitness we will start at a gentle pace.

I haven’t got any experience.

You don’t need any prior skills or experience. None of them will be very

technical and will be demonstrated by someone with knowledge on the task at

I have already got lots of experience.

I’m not sure about meeting new people.

We hope that becoming part of a team will be a laid back and easy goin

process. If you do have any anxieties about starting we can discuss this further

and look at ways of making things easier for you.

I have some concerns about my particular health needs.

We can discuss this in confidence with you or your health professional

the best way to support you.

What do you need to know about me?

Your name, your contact details, emergency contact and general health details

(similar to joining a gym for instance).

If there are support needs you or your care team feel are relevant we would

aware so we can provide the correct support. All information is

strictly confidential and not divulged beyond the relevant people involved.

What if the weather is too hot or cold or gets really bad?

rk continues all year round, especially during the winter, so as

not to disturb wildlife too much. However our priority is the wellbein

. We wouldn’t expect people to work in extreme or hazardous

It doesn’t matter, you don’t need to be. While one of the aims of the Wild

Teams is to improve health and general fitness we will start at a gentle pace.

hem will be very

technical and will be demonstrated by someone with knowledge on the task at

We hope that becoming part of a team will be a laid back and easy going

process. If you do have any anxieties about starting we can discuss this further

professional to assess

Your name, your contact details, emergency contact and general health details

feel are relevant we would

All information is

strictly confidential and not divulged beyond the relevant people involved.

rk continues all year round, especially during the winter, so as

However our priority is the wellbeing and

. We wouldn’t expect people to work in extreme or hazardous



conditions. However there will be op

days it will be cold so you will have to wrap up.

how adventurous you want to be.

I don’t have any special clothing or equipment.

All equipment will be provided. We can provide some protective

discuss appropriate clothing

year. You probably already own some of the

at ways you can acquire some.

What will I learn and where can I go with this?

If you want to go further we will

link up with vocational services to make sure you get the right

How do I get there?

We will arrange transport whenever possible

we will pick you up or meet y

becomes a problem we will try a find a project close by.

How do I get started?

Give the Outdoors Development Officer a call (details below) or s

care co-ordinator, key worker

For more details you can call

and Shropshire Wild Team facilitator

simon.brown@shropshire.gov.uk

conditions. However there will be opportunities to go out in all seasons.

days it will be cold so you will have to wrap up. It’s completely your choice

rous you want to be.

I don’t have any special clothing or equipment.

All equipment will be provided. We can provide some protective

clothing in the context of the type of project and time of

You probably already own some of the correct clothing. If not we can look

ire some.

What will I learn and where can I go with this?

If you want to go further we will try to support you in whatever way we can and

link up with vocational services to make sure you get the right

whenever possible. Depending on the day’s logistics

we will pick you up or meet you at a centrally convenient location.

becomes a problem we will try a find a project close by.

Give the Outdoors Development Officer a call (details below) or s

ordinator, key worker, supporting service to get going

ou can call Simon Brown –Outdoors Development Officer

and Shropshire Wild Team facilitator on;

01743 255055

or

simon.brown@shropshire.gov.uk

portunities to go out in all seasons. Some

It’s completely your choice on

All equipment will be provided. We can provide some protective gear but will

in the context of the type of project and time of

. If not we can look

support you in whatever way we can and

link up with vocational services to make sure you get the right opportunities.

. Depending on the day’s logistics

convenient location. If transport

Give the Outdoors Development Officer a call (details below) or speak to your

, supporting service to get going

Outdoors Development Officer


